












































Notes on the Submission of Manuscripts for 
Educational Studies
 1.  Papers are accepted on the understanding that no substantial part has been published 
elsewhere．
 2. Manuscripts are to be submitted during the fixed period.
 3.  Manuscripts should belong to one of the following categories：(a)Research Paper ,(b)Book 
Review, or (c) Doctoral Dissertation Abstract (of current academic year)．
 4.  All copies and diskettes will be retained by the editor，even in the event of a paper not being 
accepted for publication．
 5.  The qualification  for  contribution to Research Paper is  limited to persons holding the following 
positions; current member of the lERS，IERS research fellow，IERS research associate, master 
student of the lCU Graduate School Division of Education with the approval of the thesis 
advisor, a doctoral student of the ICU Graduate School of Education， a presenter of an lERS-
sponsored special lecture, an IERS assistant with appropriate academic qualifications, or a 
person who is recommended by a current member of the IERS and whose recommendation is 
accepted by the editorial board of Educational Studies. Including the case of multiple authors， 
the first contributor must be a current member of the lERS，an IERS research fellow，an IERS 
research associate, a doctoral student of the lCU Graduate School Division of Education， a 
presenter of an lERS-sponsored special lecture, an IERS assistant with appropriate academic 
qualifications, or a person who is recommended by a current member of the IERS and whose 
recommendation is accepted by the editorial board of Educational Studies.
 6.  Only the first galley-proof will be sent to the author for correction. Additions， deletions，or 
other changes to　the text of an accepted manuscript are not possible at the proof stage.
 7. Authors will receive no payment for accepted papers．
 8.  Three copies of published issues (and fifty offprints of each Research Paper) are supplied to 
authors.
 9. Extra expenses due to very long papers or for special printing will be borne by the contributor.
10. Manuscripts should be sent to the editor (See below)．
11. Contributors should submit the following：
  a．One copy of manuscript (A4 size)
  b．CD-R or Floppy Diskette
  c． Coversheet including the name of the author(s)，affiliation，title of the paper，and an 
abstract in English and Japanese
12. Manuscripts should be prepared in accordance with the Style Sheet.
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